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Resonating with reflexive design:
On participatory design, narrative
research and crystallization
Bregje de Vries

1.0

Introduction
As stated by Richter and Allert (2017) essentially education is
an artificial activity in the sense that it springs from the human
mind. As such it is located in times and places and resides under the influence of cultural norms and values. Subsequently,
this entails that educational design should not so much look for
solutions that work always and everywhere. Instead, it should
works with and within contextual settings. And it is only in the
midst of these educational contexts that relevant, practical and
effective solutions to problems can be designed. Richter and Allert (2017), therefore, bring on an alternative definition of the
design process and explain:
“The concepts of reflexive and critical design, we sketched
here, provide an alternative to the still dominant engineering model of design, in which analysis and synthesis are
seen as distinct steps in a problem-solving process. Reflexive design instead assumes that neither the problem nor
the possible solutions are given but are actually created in
the process of design. Design in this perspective does not
start from clear objectives, categories, and normative commitments but aims to figure out what is desirable and how
we can make this come about” (p. 15).
They further conclude: “Design-based research, from this perspective, is not primarily a form of applied science, aimed to
deepen our understanding of learning and to devise respective
means, but an effort to deliberate about the kind of education
(Bildung) we deem valuable and worthwhile” (p.15, italics added).
The article of Richter and Allert (2017) aims at helping the audience move away from a conceptualization of design and design
research as merely positivistic engineering processes that start
with clear problem descriptions and goals and move to almost
straight forward solutions resulting in improved practices:
“[…] we believe it is important to challenge the frequently
adopted notion of design as an engineering process and
broaden the perspective towards more recent models of
reflexive design and design research. In doing so it becomes possible to move beyond merely instrumental accounts of (educational) technology and raise awareness for
the political dimension inherent to any design effort in the
field of education” (p.1).
They explain the political dimension by saying that neither design problems nor their solutions in terms of design principles,
mechanisms, and the adoption and implementation of new materials are unequivocal and value-free. In what follows they pro-
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pose a reflexive design model that raises additional (research)
questions to the engineering approach and essentially is concerned with putting forward an intrinsically dialogical nature of
designing education. The authors illustrate their beliefs by presenting three reflexive design practices that could work as archetypes of how to go about reflexive design.
A large part of the article is concerned with opposing the reflexive design approach to the engineering approach. However, it is
also emphasized in several places that it is not so much to call out
for a totally different way of working in the field of educational
design and design research. It is more of an attitude change that
the authors would like to promote. In general, Richter and Allert
(2017) are not the first and won’t be the last persons to point
out the difficulty of looking at designing evidence-based education as a way of producing simple recipes for learning and learning success. For instance, in response to the positivistic view on
educational research promoted in the United States following
from the No child left behind act, world-wide discussions on the
appropriateness of educational research methods have started.
In those discussions, ‘hard science’ in terms of (quasi-)experimental quantitative research is opposed to ‘soft science methodologies’ such as qualitative case studies, design research, and
action research. And many educational researchers have stated or defended that, as Berliner (2002) put it, ‘education is the
hardest science of all’ and therefore needs multiple approaches to do right to an ever-changing and multivariate educational
practice (e.g., Erickson & Gutierrez , 2002). Likewise, Richter and
Allert (2017) state that the engineering approach is too optimistic and positivistic and needs the added value of embedding design processes and outcomes in new local practices, needs, and
teacher and pupil populations. They propose to do this by enriching the design process with reflexivity and a critical stance.
This article builds on the inspiring article of Richter and Allert
(2017) by trying to further saturate their concept of critical reflexive design. Three methodological approaches stemming
from the domain of behavioural science are explored for their
contribution to reflexive design: participatory design, narrative
research and crystallization. By introducing these approaches
we hope to take reflexive design even further than being a dialogical attitude, and strengthen it with outcomes of important
(methodological) discussions on the value, necessity and quality
of qualitative educational (design) research held elsewhere.

2.0

Participatory design
The first perspective from which reflexive design could be further explored and enriched is participatory design. Participatory
design can be defined as a design process in which intermediate and/or end users are represented in the design team during
the whole design process. Although Richter and Allert (2017)
state that the difficulty with participatory design is that not all
stakeholders/users are known at the start of a design process
(cf. Ehn, 2008), in general one could say that at least teachers
and students should be represented, in all their diversity. Of
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course, other stakeholders could also be considered such as
school leaders, and parents. Ideally, the most important users
are present in iterative cycles of designing and as early as possible. Teachers and students are invited to help think through the
design problem in all its aspects, help define the problem space,
opt for some solutions and reject others, decide how adoption
and implementation should take place and so on. Participatory
design is omnipresent in health intervention programs (e.g.,
Bartholomew et al, 2001). For instance, intermediate users and
members of the population at risk are invited into the design
team to increase chances of effective implementation. Based on
their feedback and ways of usage, the intervention can be tailored to their needs, wishes, and habits, or can be tested for its
relevance. Moreover, target groups are extensively analyzed to
discern important and influencing opinions, attitudes, behaviour
or characteristics (Bartholomew et al., 2001). Another domain
in which participation of (end) users has been widely accepted
and deemed crucial is computer interface and system design.
Having committees that represent different groups of users is a
standard procedure. Moreover, computer system designers plea
for letting users become owners and animators of the design
process by giving them leading positions supported by expertise from others (e.g., Kautz, 2009; Kensing & Blomberg, 1998;
Preece, Sharp & Rogers, 2015).
The philosophy behind participatory design is an interactive
view on what determines human behaviour: not only is the subject determined by the higher-order system, but vice versa the
system is influenced by input of subjects. This two way interaction between individuals and larger systems reflects a view on
reality that can be described as ‘a complex web of causation’,
breaking with the dominant view on human behaviour as being
determined by larger systems. Furthermore, participatory design reflects an ecological view on designing solutions for complex problems: including as many views on as many aspects of
the design problem is expected to increase the effectivity of the
intervention. A third key aspect of participatory design follows
from this ecological view and could be called multivoicedness:
the presence of many voices within ourselves and within contexts should somehow be represented in any problem description or analysis. The awareness of multiple voices in a problem
space implicitly supports exploration and consideration of more
than one solution. In addition, it could raise the awareness of a
general need to design solutions that are locally adaptable by
their end users (vgl. Barab & Luehmann, 2003). Participatory design supports the idea that acknowledging multiple voices is a
prerequisite for successful local adoption, re-design and implementation of any intervention.
Is participatory design new to the educational field? Many instructional designers and researchers have addressed the topic
to include stakeholders in the design process (e.g., Reigeluth &
Nelson, 1997; Valcke, 2010). And many educational researchers
organize some sort of participation of (end) users in their design process. Often, however, this is limited in two ways. First,
it concerns teachers more than students. For instance, in an in-
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ventory of student participation in Dutch vocational education,
they found that although teachers and students are in favor of
student participation, daily practice shows it is hardly organized
(Voncken & Breemer, 2008; cf. Könings et al, 2007). Students do
act as critical friends and take part in quality control processes
by being formal members of advisory boards, but student participation is only organized for a few students not being representative for the whole school population, and does not involve
giving students active roles in curriculum design. Second, participatory design is realized in some phases of the design process
but not in all. Often, teachers and students are used to test early
prototypes of new pedagogical approaches and materials. To a
far lesser extent, do they participate in helping to explore the
design problem, brainstorm about solutions, and develop them
from scratch. Although teachers nowadays do participate in socalled teacher design teams (e.g., Handelzalts, 2009; Voogt et al,
2011), and do participate more profoundly in educational (design) research (e.g., Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009), students are
seldom present during the whole process. Including students in
the process of (re)designing curricula is still rare in the educational field (e.g., Barksdale & Triplett, 2010).
What could (reflexive) educational design learn from participatory design in other fields? It can help turn multivoicedness into
a starting point in educational design by systematically determining which end and intermediate users should be heard, and
by analyzing those target groups to be able to tailor the design
to their differing and sometimes hidden and unexpected needs.
By acknowledging the impact that users have on the adoption
and implementation of design products, and acclaiming the
need to include them in the whole process of designing. This
means leaving behind the thought of prototyping, and turning to options that are more encompassing and user-centered.
From the standpoint of participatory design special effort should
be payed to including students in the process of design. To create opportunities for dialogue in the process of reflexive design,
it could build on the strategies of participatory design as developed in other fields and from thereon develop some guidelines
to include as many user groups as possible from the beginning
of a problem definition onto the sustainable implementation of
solutions.

3.0

Narrative research
The second perspective we like to explore is narrative research,
defined as a research approach in which some kind(s) of written
or oral stories are put central in its methodology (e.g., Clandinin,
2007; McEwan & Kegan, 1995). The philosophy behind narrative
research is that people are storytelling animals that construct
reality and understanding of it by capturing information in narrative structures: a coherent plot with underlying determining
characteristics such as time, setting, agents and action (e.g.,
Bruner, 1990; Wertsch, 1998). We intrinsically have a need to
build such narrative structures to be able to build schema that
help us understand our surroundings. Narrative research sets
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out to use the narrative nature of knowledge and understanding
in its methods of data collection as well as data analysis. From a
methodological point of view, narrative research has grown out
into a field of its own in which matters of qualitative research
are taken further in the context of narrative data structures
(e.g., Beverley, 2000; Clandinin, 2007; Stake, 2000).
Narrative research has been present in the field of education
many years now and is considered a fruitful approach in many
ways. First, it helps to explicate the many voices present in an
educational situation. Each individual can be asked for his or her
story, and these stories taken together orchestrate an overview
of the situation. Second, it supports building deep and detailed
insights in people’s thoughts and behaviours covering cognition, emotion as well as motivations (McEwan & Kegan, 1995;
Mishler, 1999). And third, it helps to explain how people build
stories together by the concept of resonance: when people tell
stories and listen to each other’s stories parts of the stories trigger new thoughts, storylines, and meanings (Conle, 1996, 2003).
The trigger might be a strong resemblance with a listener’s own
experiences, or just the opposite: a perceived difference with
what was told. Sometimes it is just a sparkle in a story caused
by a specific word that awakens memories we have and evoke
new ideas or understandings. New thoughts and associations
emerge in the process of resonance and if these new thoughts
are shared they provoke further discussion and interpretation
within individuals as well as groups. Resonance promotes both
individual as well as collective knowledge construction.
How could reflexive design be enriched by narrative research?
Reflexive design processes are aimed at doing justice to different
views on the same problem space and seeks ways to gain insight
in those different views. It does not hold on to the idea that
there is only one solution to a problem that needs to be realized as close as possible, but that problem definitions and solutions emerge from social activities and by constructing meaning
together. Narrative research supports reflexive design in two
important ways. First, it provides the methods to collect and
analyze people’s perspectives on a situation in depth by helping
to reveal the both cognitive as well as socio-emotional layers it
mostly hides. And second, the concept of resonance can feed
the process of how to create a social practice in which the many
stories that are present come together and organically grow into
one shared story. In short, narrative research can strengthen
both the reasoning behind and the means for engaging users of
any kind in educational design processes.

4.0

Crystallization
The third perspective we would like to add to the concept of reflexive design is of a more fundamental methodological nature.
It builds on what Richter and Allert (2017) describe as the critical
notion of reflexive design, which they explain as
(1) allowing multiple perspectives on a phenomenon,
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(2) revealing thought provoking interpretations rather than
focus on claiming verifiable truths,
(3) seeing design processes as dialogues in which polyphony
is present, and
(4) raising awareness of the socio-political context of any design process.
When it comes to educational design research, this critical
stance of reflexive design is difficult to combine with the do’s
and don’ts and criteria of valid scientific research. And indeed,
design research is always seeking balance between producing
general findings and guaranteeing (ecological) validity, and has
caused discussion on its scientific rigor many times (e.g., Dede,
2004; Kelly, 2004), as is also pointed out by Richter and Allert
(2017). The recognition of different kinds of validity has contributed to the discussion (Anderson & Herr, 1999; Tracy, 2010), but
has not bridged the gap between what seem to be fundamentally different paradigms in social sciences: positive science on the
one hand claiming objectivity, and (socio)-constructivist views
on (inter)subjectivity.
By introducing the concept of crystallization, the many-faceted
reality is no longer a handicap that a researcher has to deal or live
with, but the multiple perspectives or multivoicedness present
in human situations almost becomes the ‘raison d’être’ for doing research. Crystallization takes on an epistemological stance
towards knowing and the known that could be described by the
term of ‘social constructionism’, having its roots in the idea that
meaning is constructed in communication (Ellingson, 2009).
Furthermore, in the process of communication and knowledge
construction performative selves are present: shifting identities
of researchers and respondents who get to know themselves,
each other and the object under study by participating in the
communication. Since the concept of crystallization has been
introduced by Richardson (2000), it has been recognized and
taken up by others as a founding notion for a new methodological framework to work in, which contains the following leading
principles:
(1) it seeks to produce thick descriptions of (complex sets of)
interpretations,
(2) using a large spectrum of qualitative methods and a mix of
genres that all together reflect contrasting ways of knowing,
and
(3) including the voice(s) of the researcher(s) in the process
of doing research.
The epistemological stance and principles are well represented by the figure of a crystal. A crystal contains many faces and
which face(s) you see depends on how and with what you shed
light on the crystal. A crystal has many appearances and can
shine in many ways. Moreover, the process of doing research
is well represented by the verb ‘to crystallize’: a continuing effort of letting different faces of the object light up saturates the
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meaning under construction that we (temporarily) have of an
object. In that sense, research on any object is or should be seen
as longitudinal by nature: it takes time to crystallize its meaning
in all its complexity.
One of the things that is emphasized by crystallization is producing rich and thick (saturated) descriptions of the phenomena
under study. This is also at the core of qualitative research methodology in general. However, to reach such rich descriptions, the
approach of crystallization emphasizes the support of combining different genres:
“All good qualitative research should provide an in-depth
understanding of a topic, since ‘thick description’ forms
the hallmark of our methods. But crystallization provides
another way of achieving depth, through the compilation not only of many details but also of different forms
of representing, organizing, and analyzing those details.
Strong themes or patterns supported by examples provide
a wide-angle view of the setting or phenomenon; stories
or poems highlight individual experiences, emotions, and
expression; critiques shed light on relevant cultural assumptions and constructions; and so on” (Ellingson, 2009,
p.10-11).
In the context of crystallization, genres are defined by a constellation of form and situational characteristics. The typical genre
used in research is the research report which is, among other
things, characterized by technical language, explications of procedures, and a clear line of reasoning from theory to data collection and interpretation, conclusions and implications. Less typical genres for representing research are creative genres such
as autobiographies, narratives and poems, or even video presentations and live performances. Such creative genres aim at
producing engaging rather than formal accounts of data which
invite “readers” into an experience. Crystallization promotes the
use of more than one genre in research, as well as the blending
of genres, and allows a researcher to seek new ways of collecting and representing data that best reveal the truth in the research. As Ellingson explains, crystallized research reports can
include more than one genre (integrated crystallization), or researchers can use multiple genres across different studies and
reports (dendritic crystallization). By allowing different kinds of
data and data representation, crystallization could be viewed as
an alternative and extended version of triangulation. By recognizing and valuing dialogue and multivoicedness as a principle,
it allows creative and multiple lenses on data collection and
analysis (e.g., Janesick, 2000; Shagoury, 2011), and at the same
time does not give up on systematic research demanding a crystal clear recognition and explanation of the choices made. This
raises a permanent awareness of the (personal and temporal)
limitations of any truth that is revealed both within researchers
and readers.
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5.0

Conclusion
In this paper, we sought to resonate with the article of Richter
and Allert (2017) who put forward the concept of critical reflexive design (research) depicting it as dialogical and contextual
as opposed to the more traditional engineering approach. By
further exploring it in three directions our aim was to build on
and enrich their concept, and contribute to its methodological
grounds and practicality.
The starting point of reflexive design as being essentially dialogical could be strengthened by relating to the body of knowledge
on participatory design present in other domains. For instance,
health care and computer science have a tradition in including
all kinds of intermediate and end users in design cycles, and insights and methods from those domains could be borrowed. In
both domains user-centeredness has been worked out in instruments and processes of researching, including and testing users’
needs. It could help us to include pupils’ voices in curriculum
design more frequently and effectively. A tradition that is still
hardly present in educational design and design research. From
participatory design we could learn that structurally analyzing
users’ needs in more detail could enrich the process of critical
reflexive design. Next, we proposed the perspective of doing
narrative research as a way to acknowledge the multiple voices
present in a dialogue. Narrative research has a long tradition in
both educational research as well as other social sciences. We
could learn from narrative research approaches when and how
to make users’ voices explicit and use processes of narrating
and narrative data as building blocks for critical reflexive design
processes. Finally, we presented the concept of crystallization
as being a contemporary but yet underexplored methodological
ground for complex and qualitative processes of design and design research. Principles of crystallization as well as the practical
use of multiple genres - both oral, written and visual - could be
borrowed from this shortly existing yet promising tradition of
qualitative research to strengthen the validity of critical reflexive
design.
Summarized, from a theoretical point of view, participatory design, narrative research and crystallization could enrich the conversation about how to move on with critical reflexive design
so that it becomes a mature and valid alternative for the engineering approach. This in turn could help educational design research to become more practical in the sense that it successfully
resonates with and builds on the complexity of teachers’ and
pupils’ daily practices.
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